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Agenda


Requirements Engineering (RE)
 Main

steps
 Requirement elicitation techniques
 Natural language modeling
 Goal-oriented modeling
 Requirement specification format
 COTS selection
 Overview of formal specification languages


Configuration management
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Requirement Engineering
Questions

 What do we want to build?
 How do we document this?





The first step in finding a solution for a data
processing problem
The results of RE is a requirements
specification
Requirements specification
 contract

for the customer
 starting point for design
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Natural language is ambiguous
“All users have the same control field”
 the same value in the control field?
 the same format of the control field?
 there is one (1) control field for all users?

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Alternatives


Structural natural language
 Relies

on standard forms and templates
 Form-based, tabular-based templates


Design description languages
 Like

a programming language but with more
abstract features



Graphical notations
 E.g.,



UML use case and sequence diagrams

Mathematical specifications
 FSM,

N. Kokash, Software Engineering

logic-based languages
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Main steps in RE
1.
2.

3.

RE is an iterative process!

N. Kokash, Software Engineering

4.

Understanding the
problem: elicitation
Describing the
problem:
specification
Agreeing upon the
nature of the
problem: validation
Agreeing upon the
boundaries of the
problem: negotiation
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Conceptual modeling
Model part of reality: the Universe of
Discourse (UoD)
 This model is an explicit conceptual model
 People in the UoD have an implicit
conceptual model of that UoD
 Making this implicit model explicit poses
problems:


 analysis

problems
 negotiation problems
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Is RE easy?
Success depends on the degree with
which we manage to properly
describe the system desired
 You should be very careful to details!
 Most of UoDs contain people and
their models may be irrational,
incomplete, inconsistent or
contradictory.


N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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What‟s wrong with people?
different backgrounds
 short-term vs. long-term memory
 human prejudices
 limited capability for rational
thinking




How do you handle conflicts
during requirements engineering?

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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between customers
and developers










facilitated teams
 Do not rely too much on indirect links
intermediaries
 The more links, the better - up to a
support line/help desk
point
UI and requirement
prototypes
Surveys, interview forms
Usability lab,
observational study
User group
Trade show, marketing &
sales
# of links
value add. link



N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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How we study the world around us?




People have a set of assumptions about a topic
they study (paradigm)
This set of assumptions concerns:
 how

knowledge is gathered
 how the world is organized


This in turn results in two dimensions:
 subjective-objective

(wrt knowledge)
 conflict-order (wrt the world)


Four archetypical approaches to requirements
engineering
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Four approaches to RE







functional (objective + order): the analyst is
the expert who empirically seeks the truth
social-relativism (subjective + order): the
analyst is a `change agent‟. RE is a
learning process guided by the analyst
radical-structuralism (objective + conflict):
there is a struggle between classes; the
analyst chooses for either party
neohumanism (subjective + conflict): the
analyst is kind of a social therapist, bringing
parties together
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Elicitation techniques
Interview

Form analysis

Delphi technique

Analysis of natural language descriptions

Brainstorming session

Synthesis from existing system

Task analysis

Domain analysis

Scenario analysis

Business Process Redesign (BPR)

Ethnography

Prototyping

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Interview


Used for eliciting detailed information from an
individual
the small projects – may be used as the only
technique
 For large projects – usually a part of some highlevel technique
 For





Interviewing is not simply a matter of asking
questions; it requires development of some
general social skills, the ability to listen, and
knowledge of a variety of interviewing tactics
Overcomes articulation problems and
communication barriers
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Interview phases


Identifying candidates




Preparing for an interview





“Who should I talk to?”, “Who else may use the system?...
Making arrangements (+reminders)
Preparing a list of questions (+ improvisation)

Conducting the interview




Explain the goals and notation you use
Ask if you can record the interview
Summarize, rephrase, show implications, be curious…


Following up



N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Produce a written summary of the
interview
Send a copy to the interviewee (with
thanks) and ask for confirmation
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What and how to ask


Ask different types of questions:











Recall

Do not anticipate the answers:




Protocol questions - “What do you expect
from this system?”
Open-ended question - “What aspects of your
Observational
job are tedious?”
Close ended questions - force a precise or Facts that are
detailed answer
not true
“Should the sales report be produced
weekly?” vs. “How often should the sales
report be produced?”

Different levels of abstraction
Raise the level when the interview begins to
get too detailed or focused
Explicitly state the new context
Avoid switching context too often,
Check for errors periodically

N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Conflicts

Interpretation

Ambiguities

Focus

Error types
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Delphi method









N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Invented by Olaf Helmer & Norman
Dalkey, 1953 for the purpose of
addressing a specific military
problem.
The objective is to obtain a reliable
response to a problem from a group
of experts.
Relies on a panel of experts
responding to a series of
questionnaires anonymously.
Each round of questionnaires results
in a median answer.
The process guides the group
towards a consensus.
17
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Delphi method: main steps
(Fowles 1978)

1 Formation of a Delphi team

2 Selection of the expert panel.
3 Development of the 1st round questionnaire.
4 Testing the questionnaire for proper wording.
5 Transmission to the panelists.
6 Analysis of 1st responses.

7 Preparation of 2nd round.

2 or more rounds
Steps 7-9 can be repeated

8 Transmission of 2nd round questionnaires to
the panelists.
9 Analysis of the 2nd round responses.
10 Preparation and presentation of report.

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Delphi: good and bad
Large amount of time to conduct several
rounds;
Allows to simultaneously collect Information
from a larger number of people

The complexity of data analysis;

Focus on “ideas” rather than “individuals”

The difficulty of maintaining participant
enthusiasm throughout the process;

Anonymity for participants which make
contributions of ideas a safe activity

Subject to respondent‟s biases and
memories;

Opportunities for participants to reconsider
their opinions

The power of persuasion of prestigious
individuals to shape group opinion;

Allows for identification of priorities.

The vulnerability of group dynamics to
manipulation;

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Brainstorming is a group creativity
technique by which a group tries to find
a solution for a specific problem by
gathering a list of ideas spontaneously
contributed by its members.
(Osborn,1953)

Danger of Groupthink
May only provide superficial responses
to technical questions

More natural interaction
between people than formal
interview

Requires a trained facilitator
Subject to sample bias

Can gauge reaction to
stimulus materials (e.g.
mock-ups, storyboards, etc)
N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Dominance and submission
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Task analysis






Process of analyzing the way people
perform their jobs.
The relation between tasks and goals: a
task is performed in order to achieve a
goal.
Task analysis concentrates on the current
situation.
Can be used as a starting point for a new
system:
 users

will refer to new elements of a system
and its functionality
 scenario-based analysis can be used to
exploit new possibilities
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Scenario-based analysis




Provides a more user-oriented view
perspective on the design and
development of an interactive
system.
What is a scenario?
a

concrete description of an activity
that the user engages performing a
specific task
 sufficiently detailed description so that
the design implications can be inferred
and reasoned about.


N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Use case: abstraction that describes
a class of scenarios
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The scenario vs. standard view
The scenario view
concrete
descriptions

focus on
particular
instances

openended,
work-driven
fragmentary

informal,
rough,
colloquial

envisioned
outcomes

formal,
rigorous

specified
outcomes

The standard view
abstract
descriptions

focus on
generic
types

N. Kokash, Software Engineering

technologydriven

complete,
exhaustive
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Application areas









Scenarios must be
structured and organized!






N. Kokash, Software Engineering

requirements analysis
user-designer
communication
design rationale
software architecture (& its
analysis)
software design
implementation
verification & validation
documentation and training
evaluation
team building
24
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Example


First shot:
 check due back date
 if overdue, collect fine
 record book as being available
 put book back



again

As a result of discussion with library employee:
 what

if person returning the book is not registered
as a client?
 what if the book is damaged?
 how to handle in case the client has other books
that are overdue, and/or an outstanding
reservation?
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Form analysis

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Ethnography






Originally developed by
anthropologists to understand social
mechanisms in „primitive‟ societies.
An anthropologist spends an
extended period of time living in a
society and making observations of
its practices.

In RE = on-sight observations:


Concurrent: design is influenced by an on-going ethnographic
study taking place at the same time as systems development.
 Quick and dirty: brief ethnographic studies are undertaken to
provide a general but informed sense of the setting for designers.
 Evaluative : ethnographic study is undertaken to verify or validate a
set of already formulated design decisions.
 Re-examination of previous studies: previous studies are reexamined to inform initial design thinking.

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Ethnography:
problems







Not widely accepted in industry, considered to be a
research curiosity
A „prolonged activity‟ and does not accommodate
easily to the pressures of development
Restricted to relatively small scale and relatively
confined environments
Issues of depth and representativeness
Ethnographic analyses are typically discursive and
lengthy, looking nothing like ready-to-use
specification
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Synthesis from
existing system




Start from reverse engineering
It may be helpful to partially
reconstruct requirements
Specify new requirements in a
rigorous way:
 Verify,

inspect, write test cases, define
customer acceptance criteria, build UI or
prototype, specify quality attributes and
performance goals, create data
dictionary, store all the information…

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Business Process Redesign (BPR)




A business process is a
collection of related, structured
activities or tasks that produce
a specific service or product.
BPR is a fundamental
rethinking of BPs to achieve
dramatic improvements in
critical, measures of
performance






N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Systems philosophy
Global perspective
Radical improvement
Integrated change
Focused on end-customers
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Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN)






A graphical notation for specifying business
processes based on flowcharting techniques
Can be used for communication with customers
at requirement elicitation, validation or
negotiation steps.
Intuitive to business users and able to
represent complex process semantics
Similar to UML Activity Diagrams (next lecture)
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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BPMN example

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Quality Criteria for RE
techniques
Completeness

• conceptual modeling constructs, static constraints &
derivations, dynamic constraints & rules, modularization

Efficiency

• average number of modeling constructs as low as possible
for a required level of specification organization & semantic
stability.

Formality

• constructs in language are formally defined and can be used
to create consistent and unambiguous specifications.

Richness

•
•
•
•

Perception: from uniform to different for each user
Turbulence: from no change to constant change
Tacitness: from tacit to explicit domain knowledge
Anchoring: from tangible anchors to abstract domains

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Natural language
modeling


Natural Language Modeling (NLM)
 An

approach for domain analysis and knowledge
structuring
 Natural language Information Analysis
Methodology (NIAM) & Object Role Modeling
(ORM)
G.M. Nijssen, 1976.
 A method for conceptual modeling of UoD based on
natural language combined with intuitive diagrams
which can be populated with examples.


N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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NLM for RE


In every organization examples of
verbalizable information can be found.
Although the outward appearance of
these examples might be of a different
nature, their content can be expressed
using natural language.
http://arno.unimaas.nl/show.cgi?fid=3745

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Conceptual Schema Design
Procedure (CSDP)






Transform familiar information
examples into elementary facts.
Draw the fact types.
Check for entity types that should be
combined.
Add constraints:
 uniqueness
 mandatory role constraints
 value, set comparison, subtyping

constraints
 other constraints
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Object Role Modeling:
Example

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Goal-driven RE






Use of goals for requirement
elicitation, elaboration, structuring,
specification, analysis and negotiation
Goals = prescriptive statements of
intent that the system should satisfy

Different granularity:
 high-level

(strategic):
 “more customer requests satisfied"
 low-level (technical):
 “process each request within 2 minutes”
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Goal-driven RE



N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Goal assigned to a single agent in
software-to-be = requirement
Goal assigned to a single agent in
the environment of the system =
expectation

40
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Categories

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Taxonomy



Behavioral goal: establishment of the goal can
be checked
Achieve: points to future
 Maintain/Avoid: states property that always holds




Soft goal: are more or less fulfilled by different
alternatives of (external) design
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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GRL - Goal-oriented Requirement Language





Model both as-is and to-be situations
Allow to express conflict between goals and
make decisions that help to resolve conflicts.
Three main categories of concepts in GRL:
 intentional

elements,
 intentional relationships,
 actors (roles rather than individuals, agents are
instantiated actors, e.g., individuals)


Uses customized i* notation
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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i* (eye-star) notation
Actors

Actor associations

Elements
Links

http://istar.rwth-aachen.de/tiki-index.php?page=iStarQuickGuide
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Example: i* notation

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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GRL vs. i* notation






Offers constructors for enabling relationships
with external elements.
Has additional elements such contribution
types and evaluation labels.
Allows specifying satisfaction states.
Extends types and qualification ranges.



N. Kokash, Software Engineering

TROPOS – another i*-based
language for goal-driven modeling
User Requirement Notation (URN)
= GRL + Use Case Maps
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GRL notation
Goal

Softgoal

Task

Resource

Denied

Weakly
Denied

Conflict
Belief

Actor with Boundary

Collapsed
Actor

Weakly
Satisfied

Unknown

Satisfied

None

(c) GRL Satisfaction Levels

(a) GRL Elements

Make
Contribution

Some Negative

Means-End

(b) GRL Links

Make
N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Some Positive

Unknown

Decomposition

Dependency

Correlation

Help

Break

Hurt

(d) GRL Contributions Types
Make

100

100

47
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GRL example: online business
Resource
Online
Shopper

Business
Owner

Payment

Offer Online
Shopping

+

Contribution

Dependency

System
Security

Actor
Cost of
Terminal

_

Softgoal
+
.

+
Correlation

+

Decomposition .+
Authentication

Security
of Host

Security of
Terminal

Access
Authorization

Biometrics is no
regular, off-the-shelf
technology

+

Increase
Sales

.
+
Encryption

AND

OR

Task

Identification

Belief
Fingerprint

N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Password

Cardkey

Goal
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i*-based tools


i* framework (+ customized extensions):
 OME

(Organization Modeling Environment),
OpenOME, REDEPEND-REACT-BCN, ADOxxistar, GO-DKL browser, T-Tool, J-PRiM, SNet
Tool, I*-Prefer, IStarTool, Measufier, i* Modules



TROPOS:
 TAOM4E,





GR-Tool, ST-Tool

URN: jUCMNav
General tools with i* support:
 DesCARTES

(i*, UML), The RE-Tools (i*, NFR
framework, KAOS, Problem Frames
implemented as UML profiles).
http://istar.rwth-aachen.de/tiki-index.php?page=i*+Tools
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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KAOS


Stands for:
 Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated
 Keep All Objects Satisfied

Specification



http://www.objectiver.com/fileadmin/download/docum
ents/KaosTutorial.pdf



Formal framework based on temporal logic and AI
refinement techniques
Emphasis on the formal proof that the requirements
match the goals that were defined for the envisioned
system.



N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Formal specification
languages




Requirements analysis, system analysis & design.
Enable proofs of program correctness.
Examples:





Common Algebraic Specification Language (CASL):
based on first-order logic with induction.
Vienna Development Method Specification Language
(VDM-SL)
Z notation: based on axiomatic set theory, lambda calculus,
and first-order predicate logic.
LePUS3: visual language for modeling and visualizing
object-oriented programs and design patterns, based on an
axiomatized subset of first-order predicate logic.

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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COTS (Commercial-OffThe-Shelf) selection


Sequential with branches
 Methods:



Iterative
 Methods:



PRISM, CCCS, CSSP.
PRISM, STACE, PECA, CRE.

Situation-driven/opportunistic/flexible.
 I.e.,

given the information gathered so far, what is
the most reasonable to do next?
 Methods: PORE, PECA.


Concurrent and interrelated processes.


Methods: OTSO, CAP, CRE, CPF.

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Some COTS
selection methods


PRISM: Portable, Reusable, Integrated,
Software Modules:
 Stand-alone

test phase followed by integration

evaluation


CSSS: Compatible COTS Component
Selection:
 Considers

sets of complementary component as
candidates
 Focuses on how well components will fit together
 Emphasizes prototyping as a means to collect
reliable information
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Some COTS
selection methods


CRE (COTS-Based Requirements
Engineering):
 RE



drives the selection

PORE (Procurement-Oriented
Requirements Engineering):
 intertwined

selection of components and
definition of system requirements

See example at http://www.cs.uu.nl/wiki/bin/view/MethodEngineering/COTSComponentSelection
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Croudsourcing




Outsourcing tasks, traditionally performed by an
employee to an undefined, large group of people or
community (a "crowd") through an open call.
Gives rise to a new business model
 Payment

is by results or even omitted
 Problems can be explored at comparatively little cost,
and often very quickly.
 The organization can tap a wider range of talent than
might be present in its own organization.


Relation to RE:
 By

listening to the crowd, organizations gain first-hand
insight on their customers' desires

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Structuring requirements
Hierarchical structure: higherlevel requirements are
decomposed into lower-level
requirements.
2. Link requirements to specific
stakeholders (e.g. management
and end users each have their
own set)
In both cases, elicitation and
structuring go hand in hand
1.

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Prioritizing requirements
(MoSCoW)





N. Kokash, Software Engineering

Must haves: top priority
requirements
Should haves: highly desirable
Could haves: if time allows
Won’t haves: not today

58
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Prioritizing requirements:
Kano model


satisfied


attractive

dysfunctional

one-dimensional

functional
must-be
dissatisfied
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Attractive: more satisfied
if +, not less satisfied if –
Must-be: dissatisfied
when -, at most neutral
One-dimensional:
satisfaction proportional
to number
Indifferent: don‟t care
Reverse: opposite of
what analist thought
Questionable:
preferences not clear
59
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Requirement
specification must be







readable
understandable
non-ambiguous
complete

N. Kokash, Software Engineering







verifiable
consistent
modifiable
traceable
usable

•
•
•
•

structured walkthroughs
prototypes
develop a test plan
tool support for formal
specifications

60
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7 sins of the requirement engineer
Noise
 Silence
 Overspecification
 Contradictions
 Ambiguity
 Forward references
 Wishful thinking


N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Standard 830 (1)
1. Introduction
2. General description
1.1. Purpose
2.1. Product perspective
1.2. Scope
2.2. Product functions
1.3. Definitions, acronyms
2.3. User characteristics
and abbreviations
2.4. Constraints
1.4. References
1.5. Overview
2.5. Assumptions and
dependencies
3. Specific requirements

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Standard 830 (2)
3. Specific requirements
3.1. External interface
requirements
3.1.1. User interfaces
3.1.2. Hardware interfaces
3.1.3. Software interfaces
3.1.4. Comm. interfaces

N. Kokash, Software Engineering

3.2. Functional requirements
3.2.1. User class 1
3.2.1.1. Functional req. 1.1
3.2.1.2. Functional req. 1.2
...
3.2.2. User class 2
…
3.3. Performance requirements
3.4. Design constraints
3.5. Software system attributes
3.6. Other requirements
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Requirement management





Requirements identification (number, version
information, attributes)
Requirements change management (CM)
Requirements traceability:
 Where

is requirement implemented?
 Do we need this requirement?
 Are all requirements linked to solution
elements?
 What is the impact of this requirement?
 Which requirement does this test case
cover?


Related to Design Space Analysis

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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“Walking on water
and
developing software
from a specification
are easy
if they are frozen”
(E.V. Berard, Essays on
object-oriented
software engineering)

N. Kokash, Software Engineering

requirements stability

Requirement management

too early
freeze

requirements
creep
time
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Configuration Management (CM)
CM is a tool to
manage change
 Software CM:


 Concurrency

management
 Versioning
 Synchronization

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Configuration management tasks


Identification and definition of
configuration items, such as source
code modules, test cases, requirements
specification



Managing changes and making
configuration items available during the
software life cycle, usually through a
Configuration Control Board (CCB)



Keeping track of the status of all items
(including the change requests)



Crucial for large projects

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Configuration Control Board


Ensures that every change to the baseline
(change request - CR) is properly authorized
and executed



CCB needs certain information for every CR,
such as who submits it, how much it will
cost, urgency, etc



CCB assesses the CR. If it is approved, it
results in a work package which has to be
scheduled.



Configuration management is not only about
keeping track of changes, but also about
workflow management

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Workflow of a change request
change request (CR)

investigate

reject

notify owner

approve

schedule work

request info
defer

implement change

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Configuration Management

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Tool support for configuration
management







If an item has to be changed, one person
gets a copy while it is locked to all others
New items can only be added to the
baseline after thorough testing
Changes in the status of an item (e.g.
code finished) trigger further activities
(e.g. start unit testing)

Old versions of a component are kept resulting in
versions, like X.1, X.2, …
We may even create different branches of revisions:
X.2.1, X.2.2, … and X.3.1, X.3.2, ...
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Models of configurations






Version-oriented: physical change
results in a new version, so
versions are characterized by their
difference, i.e. delta
Change-oriented: basic unit in
configuration management is a
logical change

Identification of configuration becomes
different: “baseline X plus fix table bug”
instead of “X3.2.1 + Y2.7 + Z3.5 + …”
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Evolution of SCM tools






Early tools: emphasis on product-oriented tasks
Nowadays: support for other functionalities too.
They have become a (THE) major tool in large,
multi-site projects
Agile projects: emphasis on running system:
daily builds

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Functionalities of SCM tools











Components (storing, retrieving, accessing, …)
Structure (representation of system structure)
Construction (build an executable)
Auditing (follow trails, e.g. of changes)
Accounting (gather statistics)
Controlling (trace defects, impact analysis)
Process (assign tasks)
Team (support for collaboration)
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Revision Control Tools (RCT)
ClearCase
 Concurrent Versioning
System (CVS)
 Apache Subversion (SVN)
 Git
 Mercurial,…


N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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RCT Concurrency model


Describes how simultaneous changes are
managed.
 Lock

model: changes are
disallowed until the user requests
and receives an exclusive lock on
the file from the master repository.
 Merge model: users may freely edit
files, but are informed of possible
conflicts upon checking their
changes into the repository.
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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RCT Repository model


Describes the relationship between various
copies of the source code repository.
Client–server:

users access a master
repository via a client; local machines
hold only a working copy of a project
tree.
Distributed: repositories act as peers,
and users typically have a local
repository with version history available,
in addition to their working copies.
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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RCT other characteristics
Platforms: OS that the
software application currently
supports.
 License: The license model
under which the software is
licensed.
 Cost: The price of the
software application


N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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RCT terminology













Revision: A change in a file or set of files.
Repository: The master copy where RCT stores a
project's full revision history.
Working copy: The copy in which an engineer
make changes to a project.

Check out: To request a working copy from the repository.
Commit: To send changes from your working copy into the central
repository. Also known as check-in or submit.
Update: To bring others' changes from the repository into your
working copy, or to indicate if your working copy has any
uncommitted changes.
Conflict: The situation when two engineers try to commit changes
to the same area of a file.
Log message: A comment you attach to a revision when you
commit it, which describes your changes.
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Apache Subversion (SVN)


Free source code hosting:
 Alioth,

Assembla, BerliOS, Betavine, Freepository,
Google Code, SourceForge, GitHub…
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_open_s
ource_software_hosting_facilities


Clients:
 TortoiseSVN,

SlikSVN (Windows), RapidSVN
(cross-platform), AnkhSVN, ZigVersion (Mac OS
X),...
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_open_s
ource_configuration_management_software
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Some features of SVN













Commits as true atomic operations.
Renamed/copied/moved/removed files retain full
revision history.
The system maintains versioning for directories,
renames, file metadata and symbolic links.
Binary files with space-efficient storage.
Branching is cheap and independent of file size
Costs proportional to change size, not to data size.
Internationalized program messages.
Reserved checkouts.
Language bindings for C#, PHP, Python, Perl,
Ruby, and Java
…

N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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SUMMARY


Configuration management
 Planning,

control, accounting, release,

auditing
 Many supporting tools exist


Requirements Engineering
 RE

is about a maximally clear and complete,
description of WHAT is wanted!
 RE involves elicitation, specification, validation
and negotiation
 Many approaches exist to get necessary
information about UoD from customers and
represent it in a (relatively) clear way
 Natural language (easy) vs. more rigorous
approaches (from less easy to very difficult)
N. Kokash, Software Engineering
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Read chapters 4, 9
Write a requirement specification for the Image2UML
system
 Use

IEEE Software Requirements Specification
Template



Store your project in the Google Source Code
repository
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Software Engineering (3rd Ed.)
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